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Welcome to our quarterly Update to
the Sector.
Earlier this year, DHBs asked for a
review of NZ Health Partnerships
to assess the value we provide
to shareholders and to the wider
Health Sector. Led by Sir Brian
Roche, the Shareholders Review
Group (SRG) was established in
April and its recommendations
were presented to our shareholders
in August. All 20 DHBs approved
the recommendations, including
transitioning NZ Health Partnerships
into a procurement-led Crown Entity
Company.
Discussions are underway with
the Ministry of Health and others
on the next steps, including the
establishment of a Transition Board
and briefings to relevant Ministers
In the interim there is plenty of work
to do and my message to the team
has been to not get distracted. In
fact we are focussing on three key
things at the moment:
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PROGRAMME

Deliver on our commitments
today – achieving the goals set
out in our Statement of Performance
Expectations, including hitting our
benefits targets for 2019/20

Health Finance, Procurement and
Information Management System
(FPIM) 		
> pg 2

‘NewCo’ – collaborating with
others to establish ‘NewCo’
and set it up for success, once the
decision has been made to proceed
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Procurement
Banking
Insurance 		

> pg 4
> pg 6
> pg 6
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KEY APPOINTMENTS

> pg 7

UPCOMING
ENGAGEMENT 		

> pg 7

NewCo starts now – initiating a
project to improve organisational
performance in a number of areas
now. Again, the message to the
team has been there are one or two
areas where we can improve so let’s
get on with it rather than waiting
for any new organisation before
affecting change.

SERVICES

This quarterly update focusses on
the first work stream, delivery today.
It includes a number of projects
underway in procurement. We are
also pleased to report that the
FPIM programme is very much on
track. The Ministry and NZ Health
Partnerships will jointly present on
FPIM at the December CEs’ Forum in
Wellington.
In the interim, please get in touch
should you wish to discuss any
aspect of this update in more detail.
Kind regards
Steve
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PROGRAMME

Health Finance, Procurement and
Information Management System
FPIM has introduced a number of new initiatives
in recent months including improved reporting,
stakeholder engagement and a commitment to
investing in expertise.
Key decisions made around FPIM for the quarter include approval of
a re-baselined FPIM National Technology Solution (NTS) Build Plan,
Programme Assurance Plan, OPEX and CAPEX billing arrangements
and a formalised approach to communications and engagement.
FPIM is making strong progress on all fronts, although timeframe
pressure remains around the National Catalogue Business Case being
drafted by early-December.
Recruitment is in full swing across the programme and service with 31
roles recruited since 1 July 2019.

National Technology Solution
The National Technology Solution (NTS) build is on track, with the final
hand over of the Development Environment scheduled for 7 November.
The Development Environment is the first of seven ‘technical
environments’ that collectively constitute the NTS.
The first Quality Assurance check between Oracle and NZ Health
Partnerships was held in the first week of October with the contract for
the remaining environment build approved.
PWC has been engaged to complete a Technical Quality Assurance
review due by 5 November.

National Catalogue Design
The National Catalogue (NC) team is in the process of gathering
business requirements from stakeholders and shaping options for
inclusion in the Business Case to be completed by early-December
2019.
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PROGRAMME

PROGRAMME
BUILD

DESIGN
& BUILD

National
Technology
Solution

 Build: shared
infrastructure
 Develop: deferred
functionality
 Migrate:
Wave One &
Wave Two

DHBs:

SERVICE
SERVICE

Enhancements
& support

National
Catalogue

 National shared
product & services
catalogue
 Common chart
of accounts
 Data standards
& reporting
 Purchasing
compliance

• 3 regions
• 73% of population
• Over 80% of spend

DHBs

 Support and
enhance DHBs’
finance, procurement
& supply chain
systems
 Service Strategy
& Identification
of Opportunity
for further value
creation

DHBs

OUTCOMES
INSIGHTS

National
Catalogue &
Data Service

 Systems and
analysis to support
value for money
procurement
 Equity of
access products
& services

DHBs

 RISK management:
by addressing risk from
end-of-life systems
 Procurement SAVINGS:
through increasing value
for money; compliance
& consistency; benefits
beyond medical devices
 Increased VISIBILITY:
enabling better informed
decision making
 EFFICIENCY gains:
through improved
processes and
opportunities via
shared services
 IMPROVE supply chain:
through better data

We have had new people join the team and a National Catalogue
Working group, representing a cross-section of healthcare
stakeholders, has been established to help inform the high level
design.
The Design Authority continues to meet fortnightly with a key focus on
shaping the high level design and business case options.

Service
We are seeing continuous improvement in the FPIM Operational
Service space and positive results with a further drop of incidents that
could impact DHB operations.
The Service team is on track to deliver key customer requested
enhancements prior to Christmas.

Programme Assurance Plan
The FPIM Governance Board approved the FPIM Assurance Plan,
which was developed in consultation with Treasury New Zealand
and the Office of the Government Chief Digital Officer. This plan
provides the Governance Board, SRO, DHBs, central agencies and other
stakeholders with the confidence that the programme is well managed,
risks are being mitigated and that ultimately it will deliver the agreed
outcomes.
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PROGRAMME

Re-baselined NTS build plan
The risk profile for the programme timeline in the FPIM Business
Case and the FPIM Governance Board (FGB) has been re-evaluated.
A lower-risk build plan for NTS has been approved.
This build plan is less condensed, more sequential in nature and
uses more New Zealand and Australian-based programme resource.
However, it delays the go-live dates for Wave 1 and 2 DHBs by three
months – originally these were to begin in November 2020 and
January 2021 respectively.
“As part of the detailed planning we are investigating opportunities to
bring the timelines forward,” says Jakkie van Wyk, FPIM Programme
Director.
“The team is exploring options with Oracle to deliver the NTS build
ahead of schedule. We are also reviewing activities that can be
completed by DHBs ahead of schedule and reviewing the DHBs'
migrations sequence.”

New authority established
The National Catalogue Design Authority has been established to lead
the high-level design of a National Catalogue of products and services,
national chart of accounts and a data repository. The authority reports
to the FPIM Governance Board.
NZHP is part of this group along with DHBs, PHARMAC, GS1 New
Zealand, Johnson and Johnson Medical (as a representative of the
Medical Technology Association of NZ) and the Ministry of Health.
The authority aims to:
•

Provide assurance to the Governance Board around the
development of a high level design for the shared National
Catalogue

•

Agree how the National Catalogue will be developed, managed
and maintained

•

Develop a purchasing compliance regime to ensure medical
device purchasing is in line with national PHARMAC negotiated
contracts (except in exceptional circumstances)

•

Update the initial costings for development, operation of the
National Catalogue and associated artefacts

•

Develop a single stage Business Case for the National
Catalogue and make recommendations for FPIM Governance
Board, DHB and ministerial consideration.

By December, Ministers and Cabinet will be given a high-level design
update. It is expected the final Business Case will be with DHBs for
approval early in 2020.
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SERVICES

PROCUREMENT
Collaboration to achieve savings
Our team is sharpening its focus around analysis to support DHBs to
rationalise products and achieve cost savings without compromising
quality.
This will be achieved through our Procurement Optimisation Project,
as part of the National Procurement Plan. This work includes looking
at PHARMAC’s schedule by category, conducting a category analysis,
looking at DHBs’ compliance with the schedule price, then identifying
substitute products at the same quality and any benefits that may be
gained.
An example is a continence category assessment starting this month
to benchmark PHARMAC contract pricing with DHB purchase pricing.
This means the Procurement team will be able to compare different
supplier offerings with the prices loaded in individual DHBs’ purchasing
systems.

FOCUS FOR 2019/20
Under the National Procurement
Plan 2019 - 2021, there is a
significant focus on developing
national strategies for capital
equipment, executing key sourcing
events, improving reporting to
support implementation and
managing contracts to maintain
value delivery. The National
Procurement Operating Model
has identified FPIM as one of the
key future enablers. Ensuring our
National Procurement service is
ready to leverage FPIM data will
be a significant focus for National
Procurement in 2020/21.

In turn, the analysis will identify opportunities for PHARMAC and the
DHBs to optimise PHARMAC contracts. Six of these projects will be
completed this year.
Key to the optimisation project’s success is collaborating with the
Clinical Reference Group, where Product Evaluation Health New
Zealand (PEHNZ) and clinical leads will help determine clinical
product categorisation accuracy.

Tender criteria changes ahead
NZHP has welcomed the new edition of the Government Procurement
Rules that came into effect on 1 October.
The inclusion of Broader Outcomes within these rules means we will
consider and, where appropriate, include wider criteria into our tender
documents. We are also reviewing the master agreement template to
ensure these outcomes are incorporated.
These Broader Outcomes go beyond the primary benefit of getting
the best whole-of-life public value from procurement. They have been
designed to help support New Zealand’s wider social, economic,
cultural and environmental outcomes.
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SERVICES

PROCUREMENT

What our
customers say…
“The PPE initiative provided

CASE STUDY

good communication as to what

Reduced Personal
Protective Equipment
(PPE) Costs

stage we were at throughout the
evaluation. NZHP was always
prompt in responding to any
questions I had, which I found to

OPPORTUNITY

be very helpful. The way in which
the information was provided was

NZ Health Partnerships (NZHP) published
a revised national request for proposal
(RFP) seeking submissions for seven PPE
subcategories.

excellent, very easy to evaluate
and send back.”
– Sharon Daly | Health & Safety Co-ordinator
| Hawke's Bay DHB

We received an overwhelming response from
suppliers. The sheer volume and complexity of
product information from our RFP meant we
needed a more robust approach to undertake a fair
and vigorous evaluation.
CHALLENGE
The RFP provided us with around 150 existing
items and 750 new product options, with
numerous designs and quality possibilities. It was
impossible to evaluate such a wide product range
and provide a thorough review. We needed to
devise a unique solution to cope with the volume
and complexity of product information.
SOLUTION
A special project team was formed with members
from DHBs and suppliers. We broke the evaluation
process into four stages and then created smaller
teams. This meant we could further categorise the
products into 35 sub-categories.
Next, we worked with the project team to
assign separate evaluation stages, ensuring the
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evaluation was completed on time. Tasks were
allocated according individuals’ strengths to
minimise any margin for error.
Following the evaluation process, we engaged with
suppliers to discuss master agreements. These
were 65-page documents with important clauses;
which many of the suppliers were not used to.
We negotiated 10 master agreements and 11
supply schedules.
OUTCOMES
•

Reduced costs by $750k, with opportunities for
further cost reduction through substitution

•

Increased supply chain efficiency through
inventory consolidation

•

Reduced risk of out of stock items
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SERVICES

INSURANCE

FOCUS FOR 2019/20
Support DHBs to maximise the
value from their mature and
well-managed portfolio of risks.

Collective Insurance extends contract

NZHP is assessing implications
to DHBs of MBIE’s proposal for
an all-of-government alternative
risk finance collective insurance
vehicle.

NZHP’s Board has approved extending Marsh’s contract for insurance
brokerage until 2020 with an option to October 2021.
The Collective Insurance service has returned DHBs $5.8m of benefits
against a $5.3m annual target, for the 2019/20 financial year.

BANKING

FOCUS FOR 2019/20
The key focus for the year is to
work with BNZ, all 20 DHBs, and
their subsidiaries, to manage the
Health Sector’s monthly cash
low-point liquidity while
maximising returns on
investments.

Shared banking delivers returns
DHBs are being allocated interest based on individual DHB cash
profiles from 1 October. This sophisticated interest mechanism means
DHBs with long-term funds will be rewarded with higher interest rates
and those DHBs that have overdrafts will be charged a line fee.
This approach was endorsed by the Banking and Insurance Service
Performance Group in August. This is being trialled for six months.

Snapshot
First multi-year
National Procurement
Plan for the DHBs is
underway for 2019 - 21,
providing a pathway
for NZHP to deliver
increased procurement
benefits in the future
and enable the DHB
Procurement Strategy.
The plan will be
reviewed six-monthly

Completed transiting
the final four DHBs to
our new transactional
banker, BNZ
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FPIM Business Case
endorsed by DHBs and
approved by Cabinet

FPIM Service has
been live for over 12
months

MILESTONES
Established the
national reference
groups for each
national sourcing
event, with appropriate
representation from
within the Sector

Ongoing development
of the end-to-end
procurement lifecycle
process

Ongoing collaboration
with PHARMAC and
DHBs on transitioning
medical device
ownership
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KEY APPOINTMENTS
FPIM grows team
FPIM Programme Director: Jakkie van Wyk was recently appointed
as the FPIM Programme Director, an important conduit between the
DHB business owners for FPIM and the FPIM delivery managers within
the programme. In August, Jakkie came on board as the Programme
Manager to oversee the development environment. She brought with
her 30 years’ experience of delivering transformation through people
and technology to the FPIM Programme and has managed and
delivered multi-million dollar global programmes of work across South
Africa and New Zealand. Prior to joining NZHP, Jakkie was responsible
for several of Fonterra’s transformational programmes working in
highly regulated environments.
National Catalogue Design Lead: Tony Scarborough joined NZHP
to lead the National Catalogue Design team. Together with the
team, he is developing the Project and Consultation Plan to provide
direction for stakeholder engagement – ensuring the right people are
consulted during the National Catalogue design. Tony has a wealth
of information systems and technology knowledge with over 40
years’ experience from New Zealand, the UK and USA. His extensive
background in project management, consultancy, team leadership,
ERP implementation, custom software development and managing the
development lifecycle are critical to FPIM Service.

Procurement boosts expertise
Procurement Manager Indirect Products and Services:
Nicala Husband joined NZHP to lead a team dedicated to procuring
indirect products and services ie non-clinical. The work she is leading
aims to achieve the National Procurement Plan’s outcomes to deliver
upon the Sector’s National Procurement strategy. Boasting more
than 17 years’ procurement experience across a range of businesses,
Nicala also has expertise in the Health Sector having worked as a
procurement specialist for ADHB.
Indirect Category Manager: Raj Java brings 20 years’ procurement
and purchasing experience to the indirect category management role
from across the private and public sectors. His strong data analysis
skills, coupled with supplier relationship expertise, will provide a
valuable resource to NZHP and our stakeholders. In this role, Raj
performs a range of procurement management functions for
non-clinical equipment, consumables and services including managing
relationships with DHB stakeholders and key suppliers ensuring we
drive procurement best practice.

UPCOMING ENGAGEMENT
Procurement Leads Forum
Planning is underway for our bi-annual Procurement Leads Forum, being held in
Auckland on 8 November. This event is attended by procurement leads from DHBs,
PHARMAC and MBIE. A representative from the Ministry of Health will also be attending.
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